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Presentation Notes
Some context 33 years ago (1985), Portugal had just entered the EC, facing huge challenges with the Country development and internationalization After missing two industrial revolutions, we still had a low tech industrial fabric and a university closed to itself The university researchers that created INESC (came from US and UK) felt a social obligation: they were compelled to bridge the gap and contribute to the development of the country Our motto – from knowledge production to science-based innovation – has been invented much later, but clearly reveals our DNA.
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1992
1.000.000

2003
0,5 Billions

2009
Begin IoT

2012
8,7 Billions

2013
11,2 Billions

2014
14,4 Billions

2015
18,2 Billions

2016
22,9 Billions

2017
28,4 Billions

2018
34,8 Billions

2019
42,1 Billions

2020
50,1 Billions

Digitalization: an endless world of 
connected objects



Road map to the digital 
transformation?
- toolbox approach?

- key technologies?

- know where we are?

- which dimensions?



1950/60 1980/
2000 2010 2020/

2025
2030



Key Technologies

Key roles

- digital producers

- digital consumers

- digitally transformed



Industry 4.0 promises to be 
the source of the next horizon 
of productivity gains

Promises 4.0



Travel 4.0
still 10 to 15 years before maturity is
attained



AdaptabilityPredictabilityTransparencyVisibilityConnectivityComputerization

Industry 3.0 Industry 4.0

From industry 3.0 to industry 4.0



i4.0 Maturity

Org. XYZ 

Business 
Processes

Resources & 
Technology

Information
Systems

Culture & 
People

Organisation, 
Strategy & 
Leadership

Systems are structured and inter-
connected, mirroring major 
processes (which are defined).

The organisation knows i4.0, but
does not have a strategy or any
initiative defined.
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Maturity Assessment [Org XYZ]
- multi-dimensional analysis



Leadership Capability
successful transformation depends on how firm manages digital transformation
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ConservativesBeginners

Fashionists Digital Masters

Source: Leading Digital  - Turning Technology into Business Transformation
George Westerman, Didier Bonnet & Andrew McAfee

Lessons (already) learned

• Professional 
M.SC. in digital 
transformation?

• Toolkit/BoK for 
SMEs?

• do not be enslaved to 
large technology 
vendors and brandings

• much more than BoD
level ppts (by the big 4)

• process- (not resource) 
based organisation 
innovation

• lean/kaizen lessons on 
failure or stagnation
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Clusters - Science push
InnovationResearch
TEC4 - Market pull

Strategy driven platforms addressing and 
impacting great societal challenges and 
market needs

INESC TEC managed-science model
- putting pervasive intelligence to work

Clusters of 13 Research Centres 
build a multidisciplinary 
environment to optimize resources 
and maximise synergies
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Technology Readiness Levels
Applied Research
TRL 4-5

Development
TRL 6-7

Technology Transfer
TRL 8-9

26% 55% 81% 100%

Knowledge Production
TRL 1-3

End-to-end Knowledge Value Chain

2017
National competitive funding: 70 projects
EU competitive funding: 78 projects
National competitive funding in consortia: 25 projects
R&D consulting services:  204 projects

377 projects build an integrated two-way pipeline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More than 200 simultaneous projects encompass activities along the knowledge-value chain. Different national and international financing sources support more fundamental research, applied research, technology development and technology transfer.The picture portrays the result of an analysis of the TRLs of the results of 377 projects along 2013-2017.As you probably know, the TRL is method created by NASA to evaluate the level of maturity and closeness to application of research results.The coloured clouds show how the outcomes of the different types of projects spread out in the TRL scale.In a minute we’ll see the outcomes in the form of papers, PhDs, patents, spin-offs, etc.TRL1 - Princípios básicos observados e reportados �TRL2 - Formulação do conceito tecnológico �TRL3 - Experimentação da prova de conceito �TRL4 - Tecnologia validada em laboratório �TRL5 - Validação de componentes e/ou breadboard em ambiente relevante�TRL6 - Demonstração de sistemas/subsistemas num ambiente relevante �TRL7 - Demonstração do sistema num ambiente operacional �TRL8 - Sistema completo e qualificado �TRL9 - Sistema aprovado em condições operacionais



Being international
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European 
organisations

European 
strategic 
initiatives

Innovation 
partnerships

Research 
partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FCT International Partnerships Programs:PI of CMU Portugal Program – phase 2PIs of UTAustin Portugal Program – phase 3 starting nowStrong engagement in the 3 ProgramsIBM Zurich Quantum Computing network, Atlantic International Research Centre, etc.5 year research programs wit EDP, Efacec and KyaiaLarge projects with Argonne Labs (US), Siemens Germany, IKEA SwedenEIT – Raw materials + DigitalEFFRA, ERCIM, etcLeading role Manufuture ETP for many years and more recently European HPC and AI initiatives



Critical mass and talent in 
research and tech-transfer
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Academic staff (50% FTE)
Employees (46 PhDs)

163
91Research

Other Collaborators

659

410

407

Support Services

Postdoctoral grant holders
Graduate grant holders (146 PhD students)

64 
341 

92

November 2018

269
138

External researchers
Research trainees

2 IEEE Fellows

13 IEEE Senior Members

1 ACM Senior Member

30+ 
nationalities

Research Coordinator
2% Senior Researcher

4%

Assistant 
Researcher

39%

Junior 
Researcher

55%

Scientific Employment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the core of INESC TEC we have 163 university faculty – offering 50% of their time to research and tech transfer, since they have teaching and other academic duties – and 91 full-time researchers with permanent contracts. With permanent contracts we have 46 PhDs and we have been the first non-public research lab to offer permanent contracts to researchers - well before the present government policy for scientific employment - and we have been frequently cited by the Minister of Science as an example. The core of 250 permanent researchers pulls more than 350 grant holders, the young talents that get highly qualified training through research and go to the market allowing new ones to come into INESC TEC. From 2013, between 200/230 people left to the industry, academia, in Portugal and abroad, among them between 30 and 40 PhDs. The remaining 350 people – students, international collaborators, occasional contributors in projects - have a small impact, but play important roles in the institution because they tight the links with the eco-system.



From the physics lab to international 
markets
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First fiber Bragg grating fabricated
in Portugal - 1994 

Photonics research 
started - 1985

INESC TEC spin-off in fiber 
optic sensing - 2004

Acquisition by Multinational
HBM - 2014

Hundreds of  
FBG sensors to 
operate at 
cryogenic 
temperatures 
(down to 10 K)

ITER reactor
Siemens
Airbus
Thales
Porsche
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https://www.google.pt/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjqq_ykhrLXAhWCwhoKHVLtCPwQjRwIBw&url=https://phys.org/news/2015-11-iter-diagnostics.html&psig=AOvVaw3SI954xo102DuVY0hnGg-1&ust=1510335808656678
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Pilot for a Smart City: Évora –
33,000 consumers using Smart 
Grid technology

Portuguese Technology on 
advanced EMS/DMS tools 
(EFACEC), Smart Metering 
and Smart Grids solutions

> 5100 MW 
instaled capacity
in Portugal
(7th in Europe)

Managing the Power
System with large
scale integration RES:
Forecasting, reserve 
management, stability
studies

Wind power 
forecasting 
services

Provides short-term 
forecasts up to 72 hours 
ahead, 4 times per day

75% of the wind
power forecasts
in Portugal

World record: over 4 days with 
100% renewable electricity -
hydro, wind, solar, biomass

2016 Feb - renewables enough to feed all 
the country load and export during 106 h

A leading country in renewable 
integration – smart grids



BEinCPPS
Cyber Physical Production 
Systems, integrate a Future 
Internet based machine-
factory-cloud service platform

FACAP
Shoe Factory
of the Future

FATEC
High Tecnology
for Shoe

SABE
Balancing/Scheduling
Support System

EUROShoe
Tools for the extended
user oriented shoe
enterprise CICLOP

Computerised and 
Integrated Closing Operations

CEC-made-shoe
Custom, Environment,
and Comfort made shoe

Fit4U
Framework of Integrated
Technologies for User
Centred Products

SAPIR
Support
System to the
Integrated
Planning for 
Shoe
Prodution
Networks

SIMULOG
Simulation and
Operation

AGILPLAN
Agile System for 
Network
Planning

ShoeID
RFID

SIBAP
Production Lines
Balancing

Patented

Patented

HSSF
High Speed
Shoe Factory

AQUINOS

ADIRA
Internal
Logistics

FASCOM
Fashion 
Cognizant
Manufacturig

20+ years partnering with technology 
vendors and lead users in the shoe sector

1994
- 240 M € exports
- 80% of production

2017
- 2.000 M € exports
- 95% of production
- 75 + million pairs

IKEA Plants:
Portugal
Lithuania
Russia
Czech Rep.
China

Roadmap of the 
footwear sector for 
the digital economy 

Simulation
Pigment 
Furniture 
production line
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scientic side:hybriding simulation with optimizationReal-time and faster than real-time digital twins of manufacturing processes, not to say complete factoriesLeading role in Industry digital transformation (so-called industry 4.0), because of the multidisciplinary competencies:Robotics, process modelling and optimization, wireless networks, photonic sensors, AI, cybersecurity, energy, big data



30 success stories
of INESC TEC research

30 short (10 minutes long) documentaries for television, 
have been broadcasted by the public TV channel RTP3.

The goal has been to use research undertaken at INESC 
TEC to show the social relevance and economic impact 
of science and technology.

Please access the link below and watch the videos 
numbered 31-61 which have English under titles.

https://goo.gl/2xAYts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To celebrate its 30th anniversary in 2015, INESC TEC has produced with company sponsoring a set of 30 short (10 minutes long) documentaries for television, which have been broadcasted by the public TV channel RTP3.The goal has been to use research undertaken at INESC TEC to show the social relevance and economic impact of science and technology.Since we believe they may offer you valuable context for the visit, we would very much like to invite you to access the link below and watch the videos numbered 31-61 which have English under titles.

https://goo.gl/2xAYts
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TEC4SEATEC4ENERGY

TEC4HEALTHTEC4AGRO-FOOD TEC4MEDIA

TEC4INDUSTRY

Digital Media technologies to 
improve the content value
chain and user experience

Decarbonization and
digitalization of the
energy sector

Bringing the digital world to 
a sustainable sea economy

User-centred ICTs to 
improve health care and
personal wellbeing

Collaborative value chains for 
an innovative, human-centred
and sustainable industry

Co-shaping the digital 
(r)evolution in Agro-
Food and Forestry

TEC4 – Addressing societal 
challenges and market needs
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Successful Demonstration of ?VAMOS! Underwater Mining 
Technology in UK 

VAMOS flooded pit 
mining tech proven 
in hard rock at 
Silvermines, Ireland
October 24, 2018
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Highly valuable social impact
 Underwater mining technology

 Supporting Portuguese Navy

 Locating two submerged 
vehicles in a flooded marble 
quarry pit – south Portugal

November 26, 2018

22
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Spatial Data Infrastructure for Douro Demarcated Region 
Smart Precision Viticulture

Detection of Fertility Levels Monitoring Pests
and Diseases

Control of Degree
of Ripeness Evolution

Monitoring Plant
Physiological Data

Slope MapsSoil Occupation/Sistematisation
Maps; Zoning

CoLAB Vines&Wines

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESQUERDA Legend: Forest aboveground biomass estimated with the  Advanced Land Observing Satellite / Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (ALOS/PALSAR).- João M. B. Carreiras * , Joana B. Melo and Maria J. Vasconcelos. Estimating the Above-Ground Biomass in Miombo Savanna Woodlands (Mozambique, East Africa) Using L-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar Data. Remote Sensing 2013, 5(4), 1524-1548; doi:10.3390/rs5041524DIREITA: Fire of Monchique (Algarve, Portugal) on August 5, 2018. Flames and white box provide location of active fires and radiative power released as estimated from the SEVIRI instrument on-board geostationary satellite Meteosat-10. - Background provides class of meteorological fire danger (extreme in dark red and Very High in light red).- Pinto MM, DaCamara CC, Trigo IF, Trigo RM, Turkman KF (2018) Fire danger rating over Mediterranean Europe based on fire radiative power derived from Meteosat. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences 18, 515–529. doi:10.5194/nhess-18-515-2018- DaCamara CC, Calado TJ, Ermida SL, Trigo IF, Amraoui M, Turkman KF (2014) Calibration of the Fire Weather Index over Mediterranean Europe based on fire activity retrieved from MSG satellite imagery. International Journal of Wildland Fire. doi: 10.1071/WF13157Using Fire Radiative Power from satellite measurements to calibrate hourly-based indices of meteorological fire dangerTraditional indices of meteorological fire danger (e.g. the FWI System) are provided on a daily basis;they may be extended to a sub-daily level, especially appropriate to characterize fire danger;Fire Radiative Power is related to fire activity and is an invaluable tool to assess the usefulness of hourly indices of fire danger.With King’s College London (EUMETSAT, LSA SAF), IDL-FCUL, and IPMA.
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CoLAB ForestWISE

Satellite radar remote sensing of vegetation biomass 
for fuel hazard assessment

Map vegetation height and biomass in forests and shrublands, as part 
of national-level fire danger mapping

Include annual updating of vegetation height and biomass to account for 
changes due to fires, forest harvesting, and shrubland/pasture grazing

do
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Calibration of indices of fire danger with satellite 
measurements of energy released by wildfires

Fire prevention and fighting require well calibrated indices of fire danger

Energy released by wildfires is measurable from space, is a good indicator 
of fire activity and is especially appropriate to calibrate indices of fire danger
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ESQUERDA Legend: Forest aboveground biomass estimated with the  Advanced Land Observing Satellite / Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (ALOS/PALSAR).- João M. B. Carreiras * , Joana B. Melo and Maria J. Vasconcelos. Estimating the Above-Ground Biomass in Miombo Savanna Woodlands (Mozambique, East Africa) Using L-Band Synthetic Aperture Radar Data. Remote Sensing 2013, 5(4), 1524-1548; doi:10.3390/rs5041524DIREITA: Fire of Monchique (Algarve, Portugal) on August 5, 2018. Flames and white box provide location of active fires and radiative power released as estimated from the SEVIRI instrument on-board geostationary satellite Meteosat-10. - Background provides class of meteorological fire danger (extreme in dark red and Very High in light red).- Pinto MM, DaCamara CC, Trigo IF, Trigo RM, Turkman KF (2018) Fire danger rating over Mediterranean Europe based on fire radiative power derived from Meteosat. Natural Hazards and Earth System Sciences 18, 515–529. doi:10.5194/nhess-18-515-2018- DaCamara CC, Calado TJ, Ermida SL, Trigo IF, Amraoui M, Turkman KF (2014) Calibration of the Fire Weather Index over Mediterranean Europe based on fire activity retrieved from MSG satellite imagery. International Journal of Wildland Fire. doi: 10.1071/WF13157Using Fire Radiative Power from satellite measurements to calibrate hourly-based indices of meteorological fire dangerTraditional indices of meteorological fire danger (e.g. the FWI System) are provided on a daily basis;they may be extended to a sub-daily level, especially appropriate to characterize fire danger;Fire Radiative Power is related to fire activity and is an invaluable tool to assess the usefulness of hourly indices of fire danger.With King’s College London (EUMETSAT, LSA SAF), IDL-FCUL, and IPMA.
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